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The Lite-Brite was old. It didn’t run on batteries like the new ones, was
the kind of machine that you plugged into the wall, and it was missing a
lot of the little plastic bulbs that you arranged on the screen. We bought
it for cheap, somewhere around five dollars, just about the amount of
money Casey would have paid for a joint. He said that he thought he could
sacrifice it to buy me a pretty cool graduation present.
• Rebecca Kirschbaum, Plastic Bulb

Maya Chachava
Portfolio: True Blue

When carving linoleum for printmaking, the image created is the reverse of
the one seen on the completed print. The artist learns to think in negative
space. Cut away what you want to see and flip it over. It is funny how different
a moon over the right side of an image looks from a moon over the left.
• Leslie Ihde, The Image in Reverse
Arnold’s approach to photography hasn’t changed in essence
since she was a child, when she wielded a Brownie camera
and sourced materials for dioramas at her father’s junkyard. As
a young adult, she turned to creative writing, but in 1988, she
again picked up a camera. She immediately returned to the
diorama concept to create twilight or fairy tale worlds “hoping
it will seem strangely familiar,” she wrote in her biography.
• Laurie Schreiber, Sharon Arnold

Judy Reinford
Portfolio: Dusk and Dawn on Martha’s Vineyard
Mark’s artistic sense was intuitive and emotional; he felt it in his gut. As a student,
he had wept on his first visit to the Impressionist gallery at the Met. Sheila
studied art with a scholarly focus; her approach was more disciplined, relying
on a deeper understanding of the technical aspects of artistic composition. She
appreciated the skill it demanded. Artists are seeking perfection, she believed.
She wanted to parse that perfection into components she could understand.
• W. A. Polf, Lunch at the Dahesh

Patricia Steele Raible
Portfolio: Looking through the Mirror
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Leslie Ihde

is a psychotherapist, artist,
and spiritual teacher. As an adolescent, she
attended just three
Quaker
meetings,
but they made a
lasting
impression
on her. Too young to
drive and unable to
persuade her mother
to drive her to the
meetings regularly, she did not encounter
another rich spiritual influence until college.
There she met a mystic who was to become her
mentor for some thirty years. Leslie offers guided
spiritual self-inquiry, drawing inspiration from
the Quaker meeting, Zen Buddhism, Socratic
philosophy, and mysticism. She writes a regular
column for Stone Voices titled "Art and Spiritual
Self-Inquiry." She lives with her husband and
their golden retriever in upstate New York.
• spiritualself-inquiry.com

CONTRIBUTING ARTIST

Sharon Arnold
slarnold@roadrunner.com
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Rebecca Danielle Kirschbaum was raised
in the Bluegrass and Appalachia. She credits those
Kentucky mountains
for her disposition as
a creative idealist who
loves beauty, character,
and words. She holds
an M.F.A. in creative
writing from Cleveland
State University. Her
work has been seen at Diversionary Theatre in
San Diego, California; Atta Girl Productions’
Roar Festival in San Antonio, Texas; and PBS
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(continued)

in Cleveland, Ohio. She has been featured
by HorrorNews, The Furious Gazelle Literary
Magazine, and LA Talk Radio.

(38)

Claude Monet, Woman with a Parasol, 1886.
34.6 x 51.6 inches (88 x 131 cm). Oil on
canvas. Musée d'Orsay, Paris, France (public
domain; image provided by Wikimedia
Commons)

W. A. Polf

retired as a long-time hospital
executive in New York City to write short stories
in North Carolina. A
native Californian, he
lived in Manhattan for
more than thirty years.
His story, “Chickens,”
will appear in a
forthcoming
issue
of the Milo Review.
“Chickens” was a finalist in the Glimmer Train
2013 Short Story Awards for New Writers, and
won an honorable mention. He is the author of a
collection of short stories, Magical Ballyglass and
Other Stories.
• william.polf@gmail.com

Laurie Schreiber is a freelance writer living in
Bass Harbor, Maine.

William-Adolphe Bouguereau, Young Girl
Going to the Spring (The Water Girl), 1885.
28.8 x 63.1 inches (73.1 x 160.2 cm). Oil on
canvas. Dahesh Museum of Art, New York
City, New York. (public domain; image
provided by Wikimedia Commons)

(40)

William-Adolphe Bouguereau, Young Girl
Going to the Spring (The Water Girl), 1885.
(see entry page 38)

(43)

Claude Monet, Woman with a Parasol, 1886.
(see entry page 38)

(58)

Sharon Arnold, “Fireworks,” 2010. After
the Wedding: Dresses. Used with permission
of the artist.

(60)

Sharon Arnold, “Can't See the Forest for
the Trees,” 2010. After the Wedding: Dresses.
Used with permission of the artist.

(63)

Sharon Arnold, “Queen for the Day,” 1958,
2008. Icons, Women in the House of Cards.
Used with permission of the artist.

(64)

Sharon Arnold, Lost Highways, 2011. Used
with permission of the artist.

(66)

Sharon Arnold, Loss, 1995. Used with
permission of the artist.

(68 – 9)

Sharon Arnold, “Flight,” 2011. Lost
Highways. Used with permission of the
artist.

(73)

Sharon Arnold, “Andy Takes Flight,” 2005.
Death of Childhood. Used with permission of
the artist.
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Stil Point

Current Exhibition

Still Point VII

Art Gallery

S till

P oint

A rt

G allery ’s

current

exhibition — Still Point VII — is viewable in

our online gallery and will remain a featured

exhibition through July 31, 2015. In this issue

we feature images from this exhibition, but

there are many more to see online. Honored

artists for this exhibition are:

C arol L. M yers , Best in Show—Portfolio.

Myers is a mixed media artist from Watervliet,
Michigan. One image from her portfolio is shown

on page 5. You are invited to view the others
online.

M ichael W ashburn , Best in Show—Single Image.

Washburn is from Ossining, New York, and his

Carrie Jacobson · Farm on the Ridge

winning image is In Plane Sight 2. (p. 6)

D ebra S mall , Best Photograph

Small is from Sacramento, California, and her
winning image is Nude 1. (p. 7)

T atiana R oulin , Best Painting.

Roulin is from Sharon, Massachusetts, and her

winning image is Near Giverny. (p. 8)

Y ukari

Artwork.

N akamichi ,

Best

Three-Dimensional

Nakamichi is from Osaka, Japan, and her winning

image is Moment. (p. 9)

Darla Bjork · Red on Red
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May 1 to July 31, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Carol L. Myers

Now · encaustic monotype · carollmyers.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Michael Washburn

In Plane Sight 2 � photograph
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May 1 to July 31, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Photograph

Debra Small

Nude 1 · photograph, salt print · debrasmallphotography.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Tatiana Roulin

Near Giverny · soft pastel · 3dmirror.com
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May 1 to July 31, 2015
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Mixed-Media Artwork

Yukari Nakamichi

Moment · steel chain, iron rod, recycled wood · yukarinakamichi.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Ann Calandro · Midnight Composition · mixed media collage · anncalandrowebs.com
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Karl Melton · Mannequin · karlmeltonart.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Karen Johnson · Girl on Track · photographic composite · karenjohnsonphotography.wordpress.com
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Louise Parms · Puddle II · photograph · louiseparms.com
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Still Point VII

Bobby Baker · Falling through the Cracks · photograph · bobbybaker.com
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more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Beth Baylin · Untitled · photograph
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Eldred Boze· Myanmar Morning Temples · photograph · eldredboze.com
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more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Anthony R. Whelihan · Visitation · watercolor mixed media
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Suzan Fox · What If . . . · egg tempera · suzanfox.com
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more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Leslie Anderson · Irises in a Snowy Window · oil on birch panel · leslieanderson.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Carolyn WarmSun · Bridge · acrylic on canvas · warmsunart.com
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more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Chance McCroskey · Tree Walkers · oil on canvas
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Current Exhibition
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Richard Reep · Andarko - Home Operations · acrylic on discarded construction waste · richardreep.com/art
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Erin McGee Ferrell · Fish against Fabric · oil on wood · philadelphia-artist.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Kristin Reed · Unaccountable Galaxies · acrylic and collage on canvas · kristinreed.com
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Melissa Mahoney · Fueling · acrylic on raw linen · mahoneyartwork.com
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Still Point VII

Gail Higginbotham · Peri · oil pastel · gailhigginbotham.com
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Darla Bjork· Pi · encaustic and oil stick on wood panel · darlabjork.com
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Karen Terry · Spring · sumi ink · artistkarenterry.com
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more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Madelene Varalli · Muddy Muse · paper clay, recycled materials, beads, and paint
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Current Exhibition
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Bob Craig · Atlantis Emerging· mixed media · bobcraigcollage.ca
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more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

John Brooks · Indian Dancer · photograph · john-brooks-art.com
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Carrie Jacobson · Pulaski Farm · oil on canvas · jacobson-arts.com
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more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Gayane Karapetyan · Smile of Light in Violets · acrylic · gaya-art-gallery.culturalspot.org
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Current Exhibition
Still Point VII

Karen Shulman · Let Them Eat Cake · photograph · kshulman.com
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Upcoming Exhibition
stillpointartgallery.com

Carol McCord, Steel Blue.
from Blue: Color of the Clear Sky and the Deep Sea

Gallery Artists

stillpointartgallery.com

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists. Our current Gallery
Artists are listed below. Please take a few moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing
individuals.

Claire Anderson, photographer, Florida  Leslie Anderson, painter, Maine  Bob Avakian,
photographer, Massachusetts  Bobby Baker, photographer, New Hampshire  Sabine
Blodorn, painter, Gold Coast, Australia  Felice Boucher, photographer, Maine  John Brooks,
photographer, Great Britain  Dave Clough, photographer, Maine  Dara Daniel, painter, California
 Matthew Derezinski, mixed media artist, Missouri  Roberta Dixon, painter, New York 
Patrice Drago, painter, Maryland  Louis Ebarb, painter, New York  Gary Engle, photographer,
Ohio  Claire Lewis Evans, three-dimensional artist, Georgia  Carol Gooberman, painter, New
Jersey  Ralph Hassenpflug, photographer, Maine  Gail Higginbotham, painter, Maryland 
Irene Hill, photographer, Florida  Ellen Kalin, mixed media artist, Maryland  Sheri Marcus,
painter, California  Deb McCarroll, painter, Washington  Jamie McHugh, photographer,
Washington  Yukari Nakamichi, mixed media artist, Japan  G. W. Palmer, digital artist, Arizona
 Carol L. Myers, mixed media artist, Michigan  Dan Pyle, draughtsman, California  Patricia
Raible, painter, North Carolina  Cheryl Rau, photographer, Maine  Judy Reinford,
photographer, Pennsylvania  Tatiana Roulin, painter, Massachusetts  Lidia Kenig Scher, mixed
media artist, Massachusetts  Ashley Shellhause, painter, Ohio  Hadass Shereshevsky,
photographer, Israel  Debra Small, photographer, California  Jeffrey Stoner, photographer,
Tennessee  Marco Susla, photographer, New Jersey  Carolyn WarmSun, painter, California 
Michael Washburn, photographer, New York
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Lunch
W. A. Polf

at the

Dahesh

Mark’s artistic sense was intuitive and emotional; he felt it in his gut. As a student, he had wept on
his first visit to the Impressionist gallery at the Met. Sheila studied art with a scholarly focus; her
approach was more disciplined, relying on a deeper understanding of the technical aspects of
artistic composition. She appreciated the skill it demanded. Artists are seeking perfection, she
believed. She wanted to parse that perfection into components she could understand.

M

ark hurried along

Madison Avenue as

quickly as the crowded sidewalk allowed,

late again for lunch with Sheila at the Dahesh.

One last lunch before it closes, he thought, as
he maneuvered around the other pedestrians.
The announcement of the museum’s closing had
been abrupt and unexpected. Sheila was in a
state of shock.
He should have left the office earlier. He
should have paid more attention to the time. He
glanced at his watch — seven minutes past noon.
His lateness would annoy her. She wouldn’t say
anything, but her face would show it.
At 60th Street, the crowd eased and he
could step up his pace. But at 59th, a red light

it by heart. But he supposed it deflected the
awkwardness of waiting alone.
“I’m sorry I’m late,” he said as he sat across from
her. “The lab conference ran over.”
“It’s okay,” she said, without looking up from the
menu.
Tony, their usual waiter, came over. “Have you
come for the benediction?” he asked. “You’re
lucky there is any food left in the kitchen.”
“It is so sad,” Sheila said. “And closing after
such a short time.”
Tony shrugged his shoulders. “Maybe it will
reopen somewhere else. Who knows? I just have
to find another job.” He walked away with their
orders.

stopped him. He jiggled his foot impatiently and

“I think it’s a tragedy,” she said, looking at

considered trying to dodge through the traffic.

Mark for the first time. She loved the Dahesh.

Too risky, he decided, and relaxed a bit. Being

It exhibited the nineteenth-century academic

a little late shouldn’t matter so much. Neither of

art she adored. In the late nineteenth century,

them had a lot of time these days. They should

academic art had been so completely supplanted

give each other some leeway. He looked at his

by Impressionism that it became nearly forgotten

watch as he pushed against the crowd crossing

as a genre. The Dahesh brought it back — here,

59th. Fifteen minutes past. Still two blocks to go.

in New York, where it could stand up against the

At least twenty minutes late by the time he got

collections in the great museums nearby. Sheila

there.

had been ecstatic when it moved just a few

Sheila sat at the table reading the menu when

years before from its cramped quarters into an

he arrived. She didn’t need to read it, she knew

expansive new facility near where she worked.
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William-Adolphe Bouguereau, Young Girl Going to the Spring (The Water Girl), 1885.

Lunch at the Dahesh

Now the Dahesh was closing after a brief life, and

He winced. It would take a while to get to his

Sheila’s sadness knew no bounds. Mark hadn’t

apartment. She stood when he did, watching him

helped by keeping her waiting.

gingerly putting weight on the foot.
“I’ll help you get there. Put your arm around my

H e had met her in Central Park as he sat on the

shoulders,” she said.

curb rubbing his ankle. He twisted it when he

Together, they moved slowly through the

stumbled during a race — not a real race, just a

joggers to Central Park West. “That’s my building

fund-raiser supporting research on Alzheimer’s

on the corner,” he said.

disease. He took running seriously, and it annoyed

Sheila laughed. She lived in the building next

him that he had injured himself slogging along

door. She had lived there for five years, she told

in a crowd of joggers. Sheila had approached

him as they hobbled along. “So typical of New

him as he sat, silently cursing. She saw him from

York,” she said, “long-time neighbors who are

further back in the crowd and watched him trip.

completely unaware of each other.”

“Can I help?” she asked, leaning over him. Mark

“Yes,” he agreed, “being so close, but

raised his head to look at her. The sun shining

anonymous in the crowd.” He felt the weight of

through her short blonde hair made it glow. She

his arm on her shoulders, his sweat mixing with

may be nearly as tall as I am, he thought, but he

hers. “We’ve probably been crushed together

couldn’t tell for certain, looking up at her from

on the subway dozens of times,” he said as he

the curb. They both had blue eyes, hers tending

leaned on her, “but were oblivious to everything,

toward teal, his toward gray. He could see she also

our minds off in Turkestan or somewhere.”

took running seriously, they wore the same brand

“Nice to meet you at last,” she said.

of expensive shoes made for distance runners.

“Yes, even under the circumstances,” he replied

“It was a stupid move,” he said. “I wasn’t paying

as they limped into his building.

attention. I’ll be all right.”
She sat next to him on the curb and looked at

S he had noticed him ahead of her in the crowd

the ankle with him. They could see the swelling, a

of joggers. His tallness stood out, his blonde

puffiness around the ankle bone. “It needs ice,”

hair so light that it set him apart. He turned his

she said.

face slightly, and she could see his profile. He

“Yes, you’re right. I live just over there — on

reminded her vaguely of Max von Sydow, the

Central Park West,” he replied. That’s the only

Swedish actor in so many of Ingmar Bergman’s

lucky thing about the whole rotten business,

movies. His face had the same pensive look,

he griped as he stood and tested the ankle.

almost gloomy, as though he had focused his
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mind on subjects more serious than fund-raising

They read similar books, and argued about

events. In time, she recognized this as his usual

them. She believed in the continuity of ideas,

demeanor — abstract, detached, thoughtful.

that the accretion of time carried forward the

He remained in view as they plodded along.

most enduring universal principles, leaving

When he stumbled and staggered to the curb,

the ephemeral and superficial at the wayside.

she went to him immediately, without thinking.

He believed in the mutability of ideas, their

Race officials nearby could have helped him. But

ever shifting shapes, adapting to new realities,

she felt an instinctive attraction, a desire to make

fashioning themselves to suit the times. They

contact, a need to investigate what had captured

argued these positions with a passion that

her attention.

matched the passion they felt for each other.

As they sat in his apartment, the icepack in

Ultimately, they concluded that their views were

place on his ankle, they talked about the chance

complementary, not contradictory, and they

encounter in the park. She laughed about how

tacitly agreed to accept each other’s perspective.

she had reacted instinctively when she saw him

Music, especially opera, affected them deeply.

stumble. He told her how the sunlight shining

They listened to opera all over Europe — La Scala,

through her hair had created a kind of halo.

Vienna, Berlin, Covent Garden. They discovered

They discovered a common interest in brain

that they had both decided to live near Lincoln

research — she as an executive at a foundation

Center to be close to the Metropolitan Opera,

that funded research, he as a scientist at a well-

and laughed about it. She loved Wagner; he,

known research institution. They worked only a

Verdi. “Wagner distills grand cultural themes into

few blocks apart on the East Side of Manhattan.

intense musical expression in a way Verdi never
could,” she insisted. Mark responded, “No one,

connection and could tell that the other felt it as

not even Wagner, can match Verdi’s ability to

well. When she left, they both knew they would

channel a country’s aesthetic heart into music, as

see each other again. When he called the next

he does for the romantic Italian soul.” Back and

day, she had expected it.

forth they went, without resolution, and finally

So many things drew them together. She

agreed to admire both of the great composers.

loved to travel; so did he. He favored Paris; she

But above all, they loved art, and that became

preferred Vienna. They agreed that Italy had so

the real bond between them. Art meant

much to offer, and they traveled there together

everything to them. We are artists at heart, they

not long after they met. A magical trip, they both

told each other. Sheila had been an art major in

said, as they began to fall in love.

college and held a master’s degree in art history.
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Claude Monet, Woman with a Parasol, 1886.

As they sat and talked, they each felt a growing

W. A. Polf

She volunteered as a docent at the Metropolitan

“It’s such a good place. I’ll miss it.” She looked at

Museum of Art. Mark had learned about art in

him, her face quizzical. Her expression asked: will

college as well. Later, in medical school, he had

you?

taken a course on art in medicine and came to

“Yes, I’ll miss it too,” Mark replied.

believe that art made medicine more humane.

But he said it for her sake. In reality, it mattered

Yet their approach to art differed. Mark’s artistic

less to him. Academic art did not excite him.

sense was intuitive and emotional; he felt it in his

He came there because of her. For Mark, the

gut. As a student, he had wept on his first visit to

museum’s location in a corporate tower reflected

the Impressionist gallery at the Met. Sheila studied

the art itself — engineered, following a blueprint,

art with a scholarly focus; her approach was more

creatively predictable. He realized that they went

disciplined, relying on a deeper understanding

there for lunch so that Sheila could be close to

of the technical aspects of artistic composition.

the art she loved. At first, he had enjoyed strolling

She appreciated the skill it demanded. Artists are

with her past the paintings as she analyzed and

seeking perfection, she believed. She wanted to

explained each one in detail. In time, the walks

parse that perfection into components she could

through the galleries began to wear on him. He

understand.

found excuses for not joining her — a meeting,

For nearly three years, they had been wandering

the press of work. Now, by default, he would no

through the museums in New York and elsewhere,

longer have to come here. He felt slightly relieved

and had grown closer in the process. They are

and also guilty for feeling that way.

so much alike, their friends commented, almost a
perfect couple.

Sheila had said little during lunch, but now
spoke, “After lunch, I want to take one last walk
through. You don’t need to come along, if you

They had heard two weeks before that the

don’t have time.” But he said he would come.

Dahesh would close. Something about rent and

After all, they wouldn’t have another opportunity.

expenses, someone told them. The shock rattled

He knew what she wanted to see. They would

the New York art community. The new quarters

find their way to Bouguereau’s The Water Girl, if

had opened only a few years before. No one

it hadn’t already been taken down. She liked it

could say what would happen next. Rumors flew.

more than all the other paintings, and she could

Some said there would be no museum at all, at

talk about it at length.

least not in Manhattan, and not in the short run.
The exhibits were already winding down.
“I still don’t get it at all,” Sheila said during lunch.
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She had anticipated his thoughts. “I called
ahead to see if The Water Girl is still up,” she said.
“It is.”

Lunch at the Dahesh

After lunch, they walked through the galleries

time,” she told him. “All the great techniques

to the place where the painting was located.

come together in this single painting. It uses

Already, vacant spaces appeared on the walls

classical forms — academic art often does. You

where paintings had been removed. They are

can see that she is like an ancient sculpture,

leaving before the closing, she said, seeking

Greek, or maybe Roman. The light along her

new places to be admired. She smiled, wistfully.

arm and across her shoulders gives life to her

Probably going into storage, he replied. They saw

shape, but subtly. Everything about her is

only a few people in the rooms. Maybe the public

distinctive — the careful brushwork; the muted,

has already given up on it, Mark thought as they

precise colors; the quiet scene. She is so

walked through them.

carefully crafted, so accurate, that she seems

The Water Girl hung alone in the last gallery,

real.” Sheila paused, thoughtful. “She doesn’t

surrounded by empty space, as though the

force herself on you or jump out at you,” she

curators had been reluctant to take her down.

continued after a few moments. “She doesn’t

The painting mesmerized Sheila. She would

need bright colors or flashy details to get your

gaze at it with no hint of leaving, until Mark

attention. The whole point is to make her seem

pried her away. In the picture, the water girl

alive.”

stands poised on the balls of her feet, one foot

She stood admiring the girl for a while. “She

slightly ahead of the other, stopped in mid-

is so carefree, just doing her job, insouciant and

stride. The water jug sits lightly on her shoulder,

alluring. Bouguereau has captured her charm

one hand balancing it against her neck. The

perfectly. She is like a Beethoven sonata — you

other hand rests on her hip, which thrusts

can’t imagine improving her.”

outward as though she is about to dance. She

Today, Mark studied the painting with her, as

looks straight at the viewer, her eyes shaded

he had many times before. Sheila saw life and

but untroubled. She has paused and is waiting

spontaneity in the girl. To him, she seemed posed

patiently to proceed.

and stiff. In Mark’s mind, the girl was not poised to

“It is a point of tension, perfectly depicted,”

move, but positioned by the artist, and standing

Sheila said, “as though she has stopped just for

rigidly in place. She felt static, not mobile, exactly

you. You almost feel she will start walking as soon

the opposite of how Sheila viewed her. She smiled

as you look away.”

vacantly, abstractly, portraying no emotion of any

Early on, she had explained why she loved The
Water Girl so much.
“It is one of the most important paintings of the

kind, he believed.
Mark couldn’t help comparing The Water Girl to
Monet’s Woman with a Parasol, painted at almost
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exactly the same time, in 1884 or 1885. Bougereau

his eyes as he described the painting. Monet did

and Monet were contemporaries, both highly

that to him.

visible in the Paris art community. But their worlds
did not overlap. Already, Impressionism had

They discussed the two paintings, and argued
about them many times.

begun crowding out academic art and setting

“Impressionism is okay, I guess, in its way,” Sheila

the course toward Cézanne, Picasso, Cubism,

conceded. “But it’s just superficial emotionalism.

and everything beyond. Mark had taken Sheila to

It can’t compare with the demanding precision of

the Musée d’Orsay in Paris to see Woman with

academic art. With Monet and the Impressionists,

a Parasol and explain the differences with The

you try to understand what you feel. The

Water Girl.

academics force you to understand what you

“The scene is so much more evocative,” he said.

see. Their paintings penetrate your psyche. They

“The water girl is stationary; the woman with a

deepen your understanding — of art, of yourself,

parasol is surrounded by motion. The clouds are

of everything. Monet’s appeal is ephemeral, like

drifting; the tall grass around her is swaying. The

a good meal, enjoyed and soon forgotten.”

scene is vaguely ominous. There is a sense of

Not so, he argued back. “You say academic

unease. Maybe a storm is coming, or the wind has

art is the peak of artistic expression, the highest

suddenly turned cold. The woman seems pensive,

attainable ground. But it’s really a dead end.

anticipating something that is not seen, maybe

Monet and the Impressionists led the way to the

apprehensively, like seeing an approaching lover

future, to the art — and world — we now know.

who is about to tell her their affair is over.”

Your paintings are skillful and pleasant, but they

He glanced over at Sheila, trying to fathom
what she was thinking, but could read nothing in
her expression.
He went on, “See, the sun is behind her. Her

lead only to the commercial art of the twentieth
century — illustration, advertising pictures.”
Which is where they would leave the subject
every time, each unyielding.

shadow spreads darkly in front of her. Her scarf

Today, as they stood looking at The Water Girl

and skirts are billowing forward in the wind,

for the last time, he realized how different he

drawing her toward the shade. Her face is

and Sheila were, as different as the art they each

obscured by the shadow of the parasol; you can’t

admired, like Bouguereau in his world, and Monet

make out her features. She seems worried, fearful

in his. He loved Sheila, and she loved him. But

of what lies before her, like she is about to step

their differences sometimes came through and

into the darkness at her feet, not knowing where

could be painful. Sometimes his mind wandered

that might take her.” He had felt tears swelling in

when she was speaking, and that annoyed her.
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Lunch at the Dahesh

“You are out of focus, fuzzy around the edges like

avoided before. He had tried to appreciate the

the impressionistic art you love so much,” she

art — struggled to do so, in fact — because Sheila

teased him once. She laughed, but her voice had

loved it so much. But standing there, he realized

an edge. Maybe she believes, he remembered

he would never like it. It would always be a void

thinking, that I’m muddled and blurry. Not like

between them.

her at all. She’s lucid and direct, clearheaded
about life in a way he could never be.
As they stood there, studying the girl, Sheila
said, “She is still so beautiful. Almost perfect.”
Mark glanced over at Sheila. You, too, are
like the painting in front of us — beautiful,

The thought unsettled him. Sheila stood there
next to him, warm and wonderful as always. But
the realization of the profound gap separating
them would not go away.
“Yes, perfect perhaps. But not alive.” He could
think of nothing else to say.

exquisitely created, he reflected. He looked back

They left the gallery. She didn’t slip her arm

at The Water Girl. Flawlessly crafted. “Almost

through his, as she often did, and didn’t look at

perfect,” as Sheila said. Yes, almost perfect, he

him. Passing through the rooms, she remained

realized — but empty. Sheila said the girl seemed

thoughtful, saying nothing, and he wondered

almost alive. But Mark felt no life in her, perhaps

what she was thinking. They hadn’t argued in

because of her perfection. Life isn’t really like that,

front of The Water Girl as they sometimes did.

he thought. Life isn’t perfect. It’s more disorderly

Maybe the poignancy of the moment subdued

and uncertain, nuanced and vague.

them. But he couldn’t help thinking that perhaps

He began to feel uneasy, unsure why. Nothing
seemed different. They had been in this very

she also realized how different they were, and
realized the depth of those differences.

place many times before. Yet the situation

On the sidewalk outside the building, the wind

seemed changed, as though he had shifted

had turned chilly, and they pulled their coats

his position and now saw The Water Girl from

more closely around them. They looked at each

another perspective. His feeling about her

other.

became clear to him; no matter how hard he had

Finally he said, “So, no more lunches at the

tried to connect with her, she did not move him.

Dahesh.” He kept his tone light. He did not

All the art in this place affected him the same

suggest another place or another lunch date.

way. It conveyed nothing to him, nothing to reach
deeply into him.
A dawning sense of reality swept over him,
and he accepted this truth in a way he had

She looked back at him, her gaze steady as
always.
“No, no more lunches,” she said finally. “Maybe
it’s for the best.” ●
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M aya Chachava
Painter and Mixed Media Artist

Maya Chachava was born in Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia
(former USSR). She always wanted to become a painter, but
her dream came true only when she moved to the United
States almost two decades ago. • Chachava’s work stems
from her interests in poetry, literature, memory, and
nostalgia, and the ongoing challenge of self-integration into
a different culture remains a strong force that fuels her
artistic practice. Her processes incorporate traditional
painting materials as well as printmaking, drawing, digital,
and encaustic media. • Chachava holds B.F.A. degrees in
English language and literature from Tbilisi Pedagogical
Institute of Foreign Languages and in Spanish and fine arts
from Central Washington University. Upon completing her
undergraduate studies, she earned her M.F.A. in painting
from the University of Washington. She taught at the
University of Utah from 2001 to 2005, and since then
has been as associate professor of painting and drawing
at Central Washington University. • Chachava’s work has
been shown in over fifty national and international juried
and invitational shows, with solo exhibitions in the United
States and Europe. She is a recipient of numerous grants,
fellowships, and awards.
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True Blue

Childhood, 2014. 34 x 30 (86.3 x 76.2 cm).
Paper lithography and drawing media.

My recent body of work, entitled True Blue, is an investigation of the concept of memory and how
it affects my perception of self-identity. I took old family photos that I reprinted through different
processes and superimposed drawings to extend the process of making an image by working with
multiple layers of media, creating visual “density” and a narrative that is both precise and open
to interpretation. • When I started this project, I had only a very vague idea of what it would look
like at the end. My objective was to create images that would elicit an emotion, a recollection, or
perhaps a sense of time. I loved making these pieces, and the excitement came, as always, from
the variables and unexpected turns that happened along the way.
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Matriarchy, 2014. 36 x 32 (91.4 x 81.2 cm). Paper lithography and drawing media.
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True Blue

Their Lives, 2014. 40 x 40 (101.6 x 101.6 cm). Paper lithography and drawing media.
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Together, 2014. 31 x 44 (78.7 x 111.7 cm). Paper lithography and drawing media.
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True Blue

So Close, So Faraway, 2014. 32 x 44 (81.2 x 111.7 cm). Digital print and drawing media.
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Parents, 2014. 30 x 44 (76.2 x 111.7 cm). Digital print and drawing media.
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True Blue

The Road, 2014. 32 x 44 (81.2 x 111.7 cm). Digital print and drawing media.
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The Story, 2014. 40 x 40 (101.6 x 101.6 cm). Paper lithography and drawing media.
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True Blue

The Dream, 2014. 32 x 44 (81.2 x 111.7 cm). Digital print and drawing media.
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Sharon Arnold
Captures a Fantastical World
Laurie Schreiber

Arnold’s approach to photography hasn’t changed in essence since she was a child, when she
wielded a Brownie camera and sourced materials for dioramas at her father’s junkyard. As a
young adult, she turned to creative writing, but in 1988, she again picked up a camera. She
immediately returned to the diorama concept to create twilight or fairy tale worlds “hoping
it will seem strangely familiar,” she wrote in her biography.

F

or

three

decades,

Sharon

Arnold’s

photographic work has yielded explosions

woods that populate the landscape surrounding
her home.

of creativity rooted in vexed optimism and a

Instead, her mind seems knotted by spectral

vision of existence obscured by the surface of

imagery. Her deepest relationships are with lost

worldly life.

souls, barely seen, once ascendant and now fallen.

Arnold produces highly staged and manipulated

Her head is populated by antique toys, overblown

images that conjure a dreamlike state of both loss

roses, tragic celebrities, day-old bouquets, dim

and strength. Her motifs favor the off-kilter and the

ateliers, fairy-tale totems, splayed limbs, bowed

bygone; the splayed, fallen, and askew; and a hint

heads, featureless faces, distant horizons, occult

of voodoo. Her models are humans as armatures,

atmospheres, grandma’s checkered linoleum, and

draped with vintage garb and significant gestures,

angel wings. Her perception occurs just beyond

surrounded and overlaid by symbolic props. Her

the perceptible screen, making of life a ferment

themes have been consistent over the years: a dive

of signs and symbols. It becomes her task, as an

into the human and natural nightmares of the world,

artist, to sort and transform the ferment into a

a search for lifelines. But the images that invigorate

coherent body of work.

these themes have evolved through many worlds

For the umpteenth time, Arnold did not get

of fantasy, paralleled by the fantastical evolution of

a good night’s sleep because of her insomnia.

her technique.

When I went to see her recently, she was

Growing up on a rural back road in Maine and

cooking up a stir-fry and listening to music

living in a nearby fishing village all her adult life,

after stowing the dog, Cal, in the office of her

Arnold’s creativity has been nurtured by solitude,

husband, residential designer George Gekas.

family, reading, and a tendency toward self-

I arrived to the sound of Cal barking and the

invention. Her work doesn’t fit neatly into a box

aroma of cigarette smoke on the semi-finished

of coastal loveliness. There is no rendering of a

back deck of the couple’s home. Like many

familiar exterior of the ocean and boats and dense

husbands who build, Gekas had designed a
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unique

house — multi-level

groundfloor,

extended line of sight through the rooms,
a spiral staircase — but, four decades in,
hasn’t found the time to finish the exposed
sheetrock and window trim.
Arnold gave the fry pan one last stir, and
turned off the flame and the music.
“Would you like a cup of tea? Brandy? Scotch?”
she asked, joking, but ready to provide.
With dog confined and husband off on
an errand, the house was quiet. Arnold led
the way to the living room, where the couch
and side chair were clothed in makeshift
white slipcovers. A wrinkled cotton throw
rug

anchored

a

marble-topped

coffee

table. The off-white walls were spotted with
age and sparsely hung with decor. On the
mantelpiece of a cement fireplace sat a
grandmother clock, an illustration from Alice
in Wonderland, and six bunny figurines, one
of them gold-foiled and presumably an old
Easter treat.
The living room was Arnold’s workspace.
Her desk stood under a miniature cathedral
window and a pair of thickly trimmed square
windows. The desk held a personal computer,
a laptop, and three external hard drives. A
child’s gold crown and a professional camera
light, mounted on a stand, were nearby.
Arnold sat at her laptop, put on a pair of
red reading glasses and pulled up the photoediting program she uses to manipulate
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images. Her legs twined tightly around each other

She turned away from the screen and opened

and shoulders hunched forward. Her brown hair

a non-cyber folder full of paintings, most of them

was tied up in a ponytail, a stray wisp hanging

a combination of oil washes on watercolor paper,

down on her neck.

some of them having ornamentation. The washes

Popping up on the screen were dozens of

were done in drab hues such as olive and rust.

folders, each filled with dozens of iterations

The final wash was done with crackle paint, a type

of each work in her latest series, called Lost

of clear finish that dries with small cracks and lets

Highways. Arnold peered intently at the screen

the base coat shine through.

and opened and closed folders and files to find

Arnold scanned the paintings into her computer,

those that still had a work-in-progress quality.

and uses them as backgrounds or overlays for her

She muttered, blaming herself and confounding

photographs, to add a crepe-skinned texture.

the computer for not being able to find the

“And then I decide which one I want to use in

right thing right away. Um was the interspersed

a picture to . . . um . . . let me go into this,” she

utterance of choice.

said, as she looked for another example. “Let me

Like previous series, Lost Highways is highly
staged and crafted. The images generally depict

find one that I can use to show you the difference
between . . . a . . . um . . . layer . . . ”

slender, female figures in vintage garb and set

When she opened a photograph, a toolbar also

outdoors, usually on a shore or pier. A technique

opened that showed the many effects that were

of her work, which evolves with new technologies,

layered over the original image. These included

involves the use of layers. At the moment, she

her painted backgrounds, images lifted from

wanted to show the many layers that go into the

other photos she’s shot, and standards seen

making of a final product.

with any photo manipulation program, such as

She opened an image that depicted a dimly

exposure and tint.

discernible woman, dressed in a long gown and

She searched for an image that wasn’t flattened:

lying on the shore of an indistinct lake; angel

a final merging of all the layers that could not be

wings extended from the figure. The image has

unmerged.

a painterly quality, right down to the crackling
effect of aging oils.
“Normally when you take a picture, it wouldn’t

I said it was nice to know such a creative and kind
of wacky person in the little village of Bass Harbor.
She chuckled.

have that crackle effect,” she said. “But what

“Wacky would be a really good word,” she said.

I’ve done is . . . I’ve made all these background

Perhaps, I said, if she lived in New York City, she

. . . um . . . ”

would be the belle of the ball.
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“You think?” she said. “I’d like to be the belle of
the ball. I’d like to be Patti Smith.”

lying mountain were on the horizon. The lighting,
ambience, and texture gave it a classical look

A book of the rock star’s latest photographs

reminiscent of a Renaissance painting. The colors

happened to be on the desk, so she plucked it out.

seemed to have the oil pigment quality of sienna,

“I feel like I’m a dual person,” she said, opening

umber, and ochre. Digital layering lent the illusion

the book to some of Smith’s photos. “I’m half

of the kind of depth that is achieved in painting

Patti Smith and half fairy tale. The Patti Smith

by building colors through glazes.

side is very rock-and-roll. In high school, I had

Arnold disabled the layers one at a time.

two sets of friends. One set, I read intellectual

”That’s what the picture looked like,” she said

books with, and did poetry and watched artsy

of the original shot, which showed Arnold as

“I feel like I’m a dual person,” she said,
opening the book to some of Smith’s photos.
“I’m half Patti Smith and half fairy tale.”
films. And with the other, I partied hard and I

the model, in a short dress under a standard

was a wild girl. When I grew up, I wanted to have

daytime sky, no clouds, the water’s surface an

stacks and stacks of comic books on one side and

unexceptional bluish gray.

stacks of encyclopedias on the other side. So I

She turned to other images. Untitled 4, Mount

have a funny, crazy side, and I have an intellectual

Desert Island, Maine 2011 depicted a prone

side. I still read comic books.”

figure,

She turned back to the editing program.
“Why can’t I find the friggin’ Lost Highways?”

flowing

red

hair,

harlequin-checked

stockings, averted face, seeming about to be
covered in darkness but reaching for a bright-

she said in a tone less of frustration and more like

green, coiled lifeline. In Untitled 5, Mount Desert

a show about being frustrated.

Island, Maine 2011, a model, photographed from

She opened an image that depicted a

the shoulders down, stands on a dock holding

slender woman from behind, her hands over her

out the flowing white skirt of her dress; clouds

shoulders as though hugging herself. The model

permeate her figure; her translucent skirt melds

was on a grassy shore; clouds scudded through

with the water.

the sky, reflected by the water. A woods and low-
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“Lost Highways,” Arnold said, “is about people

Sharon Arnold Captures a Fantastical World

getting older, feeling lost and alone, staring into
the abyss, but trying to help themselves.”

I was thrilled. It’s flattering to be a subject of the
lens. A year or two passed, and I figured maybe

“I don’t like to be pessimistic,” she said. “I try

she had found someone else to be Frida. But, it

to keep some optimism. Like the woman in the

turned out, that’s how long Arnold’s planning

water, a little bit lost, but at least she is reaching

period takes. When she was ready, I drove to her

for the lifeline. She isn’t just going down.”

house and walked into a living room filled with

About five years ago, I was at the local post

backdrops, lights, long strands of artificial ivy,

office when Arnold came in to get her mail and

yellow caution tape, floor-length petticoats and

asked if I would consider modeling for her. With

skirts, and chickenwire.

my olive skin tone and bushy eyebrows, she said, I

She asked me to strip down to underpants, and

Iook like the Mexican painter Frida Kahlo. Arnold

then she wrapped my hips and legs in lengths of

was planning a series of photographs that evoked

gauzy material ornamented with large satin roses.

strong women.

She wanted to know if bare-breasted was okay.
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First I said sure. Then I realized the final product

the digital equipment that was new to her at the

would likely go in a show, so I requested coverage.

time, after lifelong use of film.

She proceeded to wrap me in caution tape and ivy.

Muttering to herself, she adjusted equipment,

She had to get close, and she hoped I didn’t mind

then adjusted me in standing poses with my head

all the touching. She stepped back and grabbed

tilted upward and arms spread slightly, inner

her camera, but the lights were malfunctioning. It

elbows showing. It had to be just so. I wasn’t to

was also the wrong camera, she said. I seem to

look at her. I remember that, for a long while, my

recall that she admitted she hadn’t yet mastered

head and arms weren’t quite right; she asked me
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to look this way or that at just a bit more of an

cloths. The top of her head and eyes are excised

angle. She talked about past models. They didn’t

by the picture’s frame. Her barely pink suit is

like working with her, she said; she drove them all

unbesmirched by blood.

away with her demands. She was probably too

Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz juggles playing

bossy, she said. Her self-deprecation made me

cards in 52 Pickup: Alice Takes Back the Night;

worry that she would stop the shoot. Reassuringly,

Alice is accompanied by a dancing hound through

she continued adjusting me and snapping away,

Wonderland. The model for Marilyn Monroe was

all the while talking about how terrible and

a clerk from a local boutique who had bleached

demanding she is. It was a warming experience

her hair blonde. She is scantily wrapped, toga-

to watch two sides of the photographer do

style, kneels before a satin-quilt backdrop, and

battle — the person who undermines herself and

wears a birthday hat. Arnold tore the picture and

the artist driven to invent — and to watch the

then unevenly taped the pieces together again;

artist win.

part of the taping job stands out as a cross.

The image of Frida became King of Hearts:

Queen of Hearts: Queen for a Day, 1958 is a

I Never Ride on Buses, and it was one of nine

triptych of begowned and polka-dotted figures,

pieces produced in the early aughts for the

arms and eyes upraised in supplication. The

series Icons: Women in the House of Cards,

image is a tribute to Arnold’s mother and her

which portrayed public and fictional figures. The

older brother, Chucky, who died that year at

final Frida has her head tilted up, jaw thrust out,

age eight in a bicycle accident. The title of the

mouth firm, eyes staring; she is swathed in gauzy

image comes from a 1950s television game show

skirts and equipped with a superimposed ladder

of the same name. Contestants, mostly women,

that lets her escape from the scenario — a bus

talked about hardships in their lives; judged by

accident — that broke the real Frida’s back.

an applause meter, the woman who had the most

Other icons include The Joker: Non Est Mea

tragic story won prizes.

Culpa, which depicts Eve, layered with apples,

Earlier, in the late 1990s, Arnold produced a

checked harlequin handbags, and playing cards.

series of fractured fairy-tale figures. Little Red

Her blonde hair is beehived, her face heavily

Riding Hood, in a series of four pictures, wears

made up, her bedroom eyes stare at the viewer.

a wolf mask and eventually eats her nemesis.

Jackie Kennedy, in Jack of Hearts: No

In Lesson in Survival, Snow White has her own

Motorcade Just Roses, is seen through the

basket of apples; she teaches a group of girls not

margins of a vertical, rose-strewn carpet. She is

to take apples from strangers. Among her earlier

elegantly seated amid surroundings of rumpled

series are depictions of morning demons, circus
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figures, and an angel-like figure walking into the

motifs, the central figures don’t just turn the

woods — her mother after she died.

table on the wicked; they never get caught out in

The Death of Childhood series, in the late 1980s,

the first place. Jackie Kennedy was never in the

wrestles with the death of her brother, when Arnold

motorcade. Marilyn Monroe survives her death

was only five. The series includes a mummified

date. Eve says “f--- you.” Snow White comes

teddy bear and a mummified sock monkey. The

equipped with her own apples. Little Red Riding

centerpiece is three pictures of her brother’s

Hood eats the Wolf. Dorothy from The Wizard of

Raggedy Andy, obscured by layers of gauze. Two

Oz gets rid of the scarecrow and goes solo. Alice

show the figure turning away; in the third, it is gone.

in Wonderland cooks the rabbit.

Loss and a complex sort of optimism permeate

“I always wanted the women to be the

most of Arnold’s work. Through her photography,

conquerors, taking care of themselves,” she said.

she has sought to “rewrite women’s history,” as

“Instead of the wolf getting the girl, the girl gets

she says in an artist’s biography. Among Arnold’s
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the wolf.”
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The theme of strong women is a reflection of
her own personality.
“I think I came out kicking and never stopped,
never took surface answers, or ‘this is why it is.’ I
think I was a rule-breaker, but I think it’s because
I didn’t know there were any rules. I didn’t know

Bass Harbor, started a campground there, and
has a road named after him. Among his demo
jobs, he tore down a 100-room Rockefeller
summer home called The Eyrie.
“In our kitchen, we had the beautiful cabinets
from Rockefeller’s house,” Arnold recalled.

you weren’t supposed to say this or do that. Boys

The family lived “on a back road,” she said. “I

didn’t really like me very much because I was so

like to say I’m the heathen from Indian Point Road.

outspoken, and so, like, ‘Why are you treating her

I kind of grew up as a barefoot heathen, and

that way?’ I didn’t know it was more acceptable

sometimes I’m okay with it, and sometimes I’m

for girls to have boyfriends and for boyfriends

like, ‘Oh my God, I really grew up as a barefoot

to tell girls what to wear and what they could

heathen out on a back road where there were

do. So I was always questioning, ‘Why did you

no laws, no rules, no discipline, no anything.’

let someone do that to you?’ I think I’ve always

And then I was thrust into a world where there

been that way and I think I was that way as a

were rules and there was discipline. I ended up

child, about, ‘Why can’t I do that? Why can’t it be

blurting out misnomers or whatever and people

done this way?’ My dad used to say, ‘Don’t ever

were like, ‘She’s crazy. She’s craaaazy.’ And you

do anything you don’t want to do.’ And my mom

know what? I wasn’t. I was really very normal. But

pretty much let us do what we wanted to do.”

I was very outspoken and very feisty, and I just

With icons and the time period of her childhood

beat on my own drum. I didn’t know I was a rule-

figuring large in her work, and with family an

breaker because I didn’t know you had to play by

important part of her life, I asked Arnold if I

the rules. And I pretty much conducted my whole

could see some of her childhood photos. She

life that way.”

pulled out a 1980s newspaper article about

Black-and-white photographs show Arnold with

her father, which began, “Want a door knob?

her younger sister, who was born two months

Lavatory? Iron bar ? Lumber? Windows of any

after their brother died. Arnold said her little

shape and size? Charlie Arnold’s got them, and

sister was “my pride and joy. I watched over her

what’s more, he can find them in the enormous

like you wouldn’t believe.”

storage area behind his home on Indian Point
Road near Somesville.”
Charlie Arnold was a demolition specialist and
junk dealer who owned a good chunk of land in

A couple of pictures show Arnold elegantly
dressed and perched on a chaise lounge in a
sultry pose. There was a picture of her best friend,
who was poor as well.
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“I used to go to her house all the time,” Arnold
recalled. “I don’t think anyone in her house had
a license. But they had a car in the yard, and

But there are some things that just become a part
of you and it will always be there.”
Arnold’s

approach

to

photography

hasn’t

we used to sit out in the car and sing country

changed in essence since she was a child, when she

and western songs. She’d strum the guitar and

wielded a Brownie camera and sourced materials

I think she thought she was Dolly Parton. She’d

for dioramas at her father’s junkyard. As a young

sing Honky Tonk Woman and Last Night I

adult, she turned to creative writing, but in 1988,

Went to Sleep in Detroit City. We would sing

she again picked up a camera. She immediately

songs and smoke cigarette butts that we found

returned to the diorama concept to create twilight

in ashtrays.”

or fairy tale worlds “hoping it will seem strangely

As adults, Arnold and her three sisters get
together every March.

familiar,” she wrote in her biography.
From the beginning, Arnold has invested a great

“One is as nutty as a fruitcake as the next

deal of thought into each composition — the

one,” Arnold said. “We have quite a hoot. Our

models, props, lighting, background, costumes,

husbands, I think, are not quite sure about us, but

ambience, and ultimately, the imponderable

we have a really good time when we get together,

“feel” of the piece. Once the scenes are

and we’re really close.”

composed and lit, Arnold shoots in black-and-

One hand-tinted photo, which has been in the

white, then applies dyes and oil tints, rubbed

same frame since 1958, shows Arnold with her

on with cotton, to the archival prints. Her earlier

two older sisters and with Chucky.

images are reminiscent of nineteenth-century,

“It was taken just prior to my brother being hit,

hand-colored monochromes. Today, she uses

and it came in the mail after he was dead,” she

both a 35-millimeter Nikon with slow speed

said. “But we always had it out in the dining room.

black-and-white film and a Nikon digital SLR.

I grew up and I told my mother that was the only

Her digital and film collages are then produced

thing I cared that I got, so I got it.”

as pigment prints.

Chucky and Sharon were closest in age, and he
used to look after her.

She began to build on the sculptural look of her
images through the use of transparent overlays

“There’s just no moving on from it. It’s the

of additional images and by cutting up prints

deepest, darkest part of a person, and it’s there.

and taping them together; the taping jobs are

There are just things that there is no healing from,”

deliberately uneven and the tape itself becomes

she said. “It’s one of those things you think, ‘Oh

part of the image.

my God, get over it, it’s been fifty-some years.’
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Mismatched edges have become part of her

Sharon Arnold Captures a Fantastical World

signature look. But that wasn’t entirely intentional.

overlay it on the piece to give that feeling of

“I’m not real good at lining things up, but

another dimension to the picture, like bits and

people think it’s part of my creative process.” She

pieces of things that are parts of the picture. I’d

dropped her voice to a whisper. “It’s really just

also like to do things with ripped pieces and

because I can’t cut straight.” She laughed. “Of

scan and overlay them.”

course, it’s become a quirk in my artwork and

In the midst of all her technological advances,

people look for the things that are off. And that’s

she ended up dispensing with the camera all

okay because it becomes totally me.”

together, at one point. After the Wedding

The prints, reprints, scans, layers, and digital

Flowers came about several years ago when she

editing gradually pile onto a final scene that may

was working a summer day job at a historic inn that

have been several years in the making. Final

is popular for weddings. After the receptions, the

images are printed in large, 20-inch by 30-inch

flowers are usually left behind. It seemed a shame

format.

to throw them away. Arnold, working the evening

Digital techniques have allowed her to expand

shift, would bring them home, put the flowers in a

on basic ideas, particularly the classical feel of her

vase directly on the scanner, lay a cloth over them

images.

for background, and hit the button.

“I always wanted my pictures to have a certain

“I would play all night, scanning flowers,” she

look,” she said. “One thing I tried was to have

said. “That’s why I have insomnia, because I work

a crackle effect. Old paintings have always

at night.”

mystified me and I always thought the texture

After After the Wedding Flowers came After

was so beautiful. I tried everything in the

the Wedding Dresses, a series that depicts

darkroom with the enlarger and with the hand-

extravagant gowns in eerie settings, beset by

coloring, and I could never do it. So when I came

spectral light or the hues of a primeval world. The

across making these layers and scanning them,

series came about a few years ago because Arnold

I could get for the first time the texture that I

had accumulated so many outfits and baubles but

really wanted to have. That was a really good

had exhausted all her potential models.

feeling. But now I’d like to go even further with

“Nobody who models for me ever wants to do

it. Let’s say I want to paint a person’s lips red.

it again, because it’s very stressful and I put a lot

It’s almost impossible to paint it in Photoshop

of demands on them,” she said. “My sister is the

because it’s a little image and you’ve got little

only one who modeled for me more than once.”

tools to work with. What I’d like to do is make a

She conjured a number of scenarios with

set of lips on a transparency, scan it, and then

names like Sticks and Stones Will Break My
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Bones, Nesting, Fireworks, Sinking, A Room of

clouds or the right kind of fog or the right day to

One’s Own, and Wicked Games. But it seemed

do it, and the right person who will model it for

like the wedding dresses needed people in

me,” she said.

them, so she began the Lost Highways project,

Once Lost Highways is finished, she plans to

a continuation of her homage to women, to their

do a series of women in close-up shots, heavily

plights in life and their possibilities for the future,

made-up and hair-sprayed, their makeup running.

but also something of a departure from that

A setting that attracts her is a nearby eatery that

thought. The women in Lost Highways aren’t

has a back pool room with funky velvet curtains,

quite as sure of themselves, said Arnold, who

perfect for posing.

began the series when a loved one was suffering

“I’m not quite sure of where I’m headed with that

from a serious illness. It was a time of uncertainty

and why I want to do that,” she said. “I used to

in her own life.

do more close-ups of women, and now I’ve tried

“I really don’t like putting that message out
there, because I really like strong women,” she
said. “But I guess it was a stage in my life I was

to move back, but I think once I’m done with Lost
Highways I need to get back in close.”
Over

three

decades,

Arnold’s

work

has

going through, and I had no other way to express

become a little more freaky and dark, a little

it . . . I felt pretty lost,” she said.

more foreboding. Perhaps that’s because her

Today, the rhythm of Arnold’s work is layered on

recent work centers less on obvious symbols of

the quiet of the neighborhood and the patterns

the bizarre — toppled dolls, Pierrot frills, garish

of long relationships, forming an image of depth

makeup, dice and cards, lace and teacups — and

and lucent significance, not unlike the shimmering

more on an ambience that merely suggests the

apparitions of her photographs.

bizarre and seems all the more portentous. Lost

Lost Highways still has quite a bit of possibility,

Highways represents that ambience, the spectral

she said. The next costume to use will be a

imagery that populates her mind realized in a vast

flowered, silk kimono that she acquired a year

yet obscured landscape.

ago; the model will have a suitcase in hand and

“It’s that abyss, that internal forever, but maybe

the setting is tentatively set to be at a nearby

almost like a sadness,” she said. “I think it’s part

rocky beach by the ocean. Now she’s looking for

of being lost. Being faceless, anonymous. It goes

the additional elements that will complete the

on for eternity, but you’re not really sure what’s

scene.

out there.” ●

“I’ve just been waiting to get the right kind of
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Patricia Steele Raible
Painter and Mixed Media Artist

Though Patricia Steele Raible took her first art course with only the
expectation of an easy high grade, she found herself entranced. Although
she ultimately completed two degrees in writing, she continued to take art
classes while pursuing a career and raising a family. Then a retrospective
of the late collage artist Romare Bearden ignited her passion once again. •
Initially, Raible worked only in collage, creating abstract images with paper
and sewing. But her interest in surface design and texture grew, and she
began experimenting with different types of materials. She now works
primarily on wooden cradles, developing both visual and tactile texture that
is multi-layered and fragmented. The layers make the connections. They give

the final piece its voice. Through the process of discovery, the piece becomes
whole. • Raible’s inspiration comes from reading, writing, and observing.
As she attempts to make sense of the world through her art, words and
symbols continue to be important and are often found in the writing on the
sides of the cradles, in the pages torn from old books, or in the fragments
hidden beneath multiple layers of paint. • Raible’s work has been collected
and displayed in galleries throughout the southern and mid-Atlantic regions
of the country. She has exhibited her work in solo shows and numerous
juried exhibitions. • She lives and works in Charlotte, North Carolina, where
she also teaches art and is a member of a collective, Ciel Gallery.
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Looking through the Mirror

Secrets Swallowed, 2013. 12 x 12 (30.4 x 30.4 cm).
Mixed media on wooden cradle.

I began to work on this series about five years ago at a time when my mother began to show signs
of memory loss and cognitive impairment. She was eventually diagnosed with dementia. What
would happen? Who would she be, I wondered, when she could not remember the important events
that shaped her life? • Novelist Julian Barnes says of memory: “It is identity. You are what you have
done; what you have done is in your memory; what you remember defines who you are; when you
forget your life, you cease to be, even before death.” • Is it that simple? Current research indicates
we are constantly altering our memories each time we share them. Remembering is not retrieving
an actual event, but recreating it in terms of the present. We also know that memory contributes
to our brain development; our past experiences continue to influence our future actions in how
we form attachments, our likes and dislikes, perhaps even our sense of taste and smell. And what
about procedural memory, the everyday activities we have learned and are enforced daily? Is there
any sense of self in this memory? • All of this made me realize that art is how I make sense of the
world; the “making” process is what saves me. By making art, I am encouraged to turn things over
and look at them differently, to explore ideas and confront questions, both directly and in terms of
their impact on individuals, including myself and my family. When words aren’t enough, art allows
me to speak in textures, lines, and colors.
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Disconnected from Time, 2013. 12 x 12 (30.4 x 30.4 cm). Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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A Current in the Mind, 2013. 12 x 12 (30.4 x 30.4 cm). Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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When Words Fail, 2014. 20 x 30 (50.8 x 76.2 cm).
Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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Between the Lines, 2014. 24 x 36 (60.9 x 91.4 cm).
Mixed media on wooden cradle.

Looking through the Mirror

Across Time, 2014. 18 x 18 (45.7 x 45.7 cm). Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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Collecting My Thoughts, 2014. 22 x 32 (55.8 x 81.2 cm). Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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Hallowed, 2014. 24 x 48 (60.-9 x 121.9 cm).
Mixed media on wooden cradle.

Spilling Over, 2014. 20 x 30 (50.8 x 76.2 cm).
Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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Leap of Faith, 2014. 30 x 30 (76.2 x 76.2 cm). Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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Sometimes there are Surprises, 2014. 30 x 30 (76.2 x 76.2 cm). Mixed media on wooden cradle.
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The I mage

in

R everse

When carving linoleum for printmaking, the image created is the reverse
of the one seen on the completed print. The artist learns to think in negative
space. Cut away what you want to see and flip it over. It is funny how different
a moon over the right side of an image looks from a moon over the left.

T

Leslie Ihde

my husband is siding is an old

We chose the property because of its location.

farm house. Add-ons over the years create

Bordered by a stream running through the nature

an almost Dr. Seuss feel to the structure. Odd

preserve, the house is a mere half mile from the

triangle roof peaks and big windows feel modern

busy parkway and even closer to the university.

and spacious on the inside, but look Kafkaesque

Once you turn down our lane you are magically

on the outside.

separated from the world around you, excepting

he house that

The first print block I make of the building appears

an occasional sound. The windows of my office

comically innocent. No record of painstaking labor,

look out on two grand maples, one red and one

no arduous decisions reflected in the lines. No

green. My collection of rare Japanese maples

sweat nor bafflement are detected. I crumple the

and bamboo are growing steadily to fill in the

cartoon quickly with one ink-stained hand.

background.

I am exploring linocuts. In this deceptively

Lower to the ground are lacy ferns and moss.

simple art form an image is carved in artist’s

We are waging war on the American addiction

linoleum with steel tools. No lesser artists than

to lawns.

Picasso and Matisse have tried their hands with
it. I feel perverse carving the image in a modern

What we didn’t know when we began was the

version of linoleum — Soft Kut. It’s not perverse

extent of the farmhouse’s deterioration. Below

that I chose the easier material; I reconciled myself

ground the hundred-year-old rock foundation had

to that after several experiments with different

shifted, leaving the front wall of the house teetering

grades of linoleum. My perversity is found in

on a quarter width of beam. Under ugly vinyl siding

the image I am creating. I want to do something

both carpenter ants and termites had made their

to the project that my husband has taken on. I

homes, angrily disturbed by my husband’s work

am not sure what. Perhaps I want to lighten it or

to replace the footers and wall studs. These are

even poke fun at the effort, senseless in so many

the issues in my mind as I gather together my

aspects, except that it is our home.

printmaking tools on a mission of redemption.
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My tool churns the soft material, slight

But none of this changes the fact that our

movements of my wrist creating the graveled

home is a place of love. I scratch and then hone

area around our home. I draw the staggered

the lines I carve in the medium. I know my print

roof shingles with similar movements, only this

will be slightly eerie. A staggered image will be

time I use a finer tool. When carving linoleum for

produced when I print in one color and than

printmaking, the image created is the reverse of

another in inexact repetition.

the one seen on the completed print. The artist

I think on the repetition in our lives. Daily food,

learns to think in negative space. Cut away what

coffee, short conversations rise up like sunrise

you want to see and flip it over. It is funny how

upon sunrise, changing to higher and higher

different a moon over the right side of an image

octaves of self-clarity. “Now you are there, you

looks from a moon over the left.

who were a dream, who seemed my salvation,

Our house, too, is in reverse. A home is a

now you are partner instead,” I say to him softly

private space, a space to be one’s self. Ours is

inside my head. I pull away what doesn’t belong

neither. Public in its purpose, it is a place where

in my image. The house is emerging in reverse. I

I am on guard. I dress before I go downstairs or

roll the ink out on a piece of plexiglass waiting for

else scurry back up to the bedroom when clients

the soft sound of velcro as the brayer runs back

arrive. Other also is my husband. Gathering

and forth. Applying the ink to the Soft Kut, I see

people to him as I would push them away.

our house pop out.
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The Image in Reverse

Who lives here? I wonder. It looks as rickety as

upon layer of misguided intention, shallow

I intended it to look, but I myself recoil from the

honesty, self-preservation. Gone too is my

image. I tack each print to the unpainted drywall

insistence that I can be protected by another, or

in our kitchen until several prints paper the walls,

that if I am, protecting me costs nothing.

staring at me in different colors, variations on

I consider my husband’s slender, muscular form.

a theme. “It looks like a cabin,” my husband

Too much physical work. The house we build

remarks when I pull him in to see what I have

together is inside: only hinted at by his meticulous

done. “No, it’s not a cabin,” I reply, wanting to

measuring.

gentle the effect of my work now that I, too, am
the recipient.

Imagining, I picture the interior rooms of our
house folding as if they could collapse into one

The image I like the best is printed on creamy

another. The house evaporates yielding spacious

tissue paper. The inks are lightly rolled so that the

views and psychic truths. I hold the brayer under

sky above the house is clouded with a coming or

running water and watch as the color washes

passing storm. In some ways the image resembles

away. Lifting my eyes I see two friends through

an antique photograph. I find myself imagining a

the window carrying a piece of cedar. The color of

long ago life even as I am imagining my own.

the wood is warm. I pull a sheet of thick mulberry

Cut away from the dream our lives stand out

paper from the stack on the table and add yellow

starkly printed. I continue to carve away layer

to the ink on my plexiglass palette to start again. ●
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Judy Reinford picked up a camera in high school and
realized what she was meant to do with her life. The
camera helped her unleash her ever growing curiosity
and creativity. • As a young photographer, Reinford was
influenced by Joel Meyerwitz. His images of Cape Cod
shot in the 1970s were a constant motivator. When
Reinford started traveling to Martha’s Vineyard, she
searched for a copy of Meyerwitz’ out-of-print book,

Cape Light. It was rereleased in 2002, and Reinford
carefully studied every page, in awe of the composition,
light, and tone of the images. This book became her
muse. • Reinford sees herself capturing light, taking in its magic, and letting it paint a story
through her lens. She loves capturing those fine moments at sunrise and sunset on the
beach, as night becomes day and day becomes night. There is a beautiful peace at these
times of day that Reinford seeks to put into her images. • Reinford is a family and fine
art photographer. Previously, she was a product and fashion photographer and costume
designer. She has a B.F.A. in communication design and fine art photography from Kutztown
University in Kutztown, Pennsylvania. • She is represented by Island Images Gallery in Oak
Bluffs, Massachusetts, where her remarkable fine art seascapes taken on Martha’s
Vineyard are on display. Her work is also featured by Still Point Art Gallery in Maine and the
Cape Cod Art Association in Massachusetts.
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Dusk and Dawn on
Martha’s Vineyard

Beautiful End of the Day, 2010.

Art happens in that magical moment when your mind is able to recreate a
strong sense of emotion in a medium, be it painting, photography, drawing,
performance, or writing. This body of work represents the deep emotion
I have when visiting Martha’s Vineyard. The island envelops all my senses
and opens my soul to the sheer brilliance of its majestic shores and quaint
charm. Here, my mind is at total peace. These images are organic, in the
moment, and free of all deadline or business constraints. When reviewing
these images, I hear the ocean, smell the salt air, and see the soft glow of
sunset falling on a lighthouse.
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Stormy Clouds at Dusk, 2012.
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Dusk and Dawn on Martha’s Vineyard

Beautiful Peace, 2012.
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Meditation at Dusk, 2010.
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Dusk and Dawn on Martha’s Vineyard

Dawn Study 2, 2012.
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Beach of Glass, Beach of Clouds, 2013.
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Dusk and Dawn on Martha’s Vineyard

Ink Well Beach 1, 2013.
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Heading Home, 2012.
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Dusk and Dawn on Martha’s Vineyard

Dawn Study 1, 2012.
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Rebecca Danielle Kirschbaum

The Lite-Brite was old. It didn’t run on batteries like the new ones,
was the kind of machine that you plugged into the wall, and it was
missing a lot of the little plastic bulbs that you arranged on the
screen. We bought it for cheap, somewhere around five dollars,
just about the amount of money Casey would have paid for a joint.
He said that he thought he could sacrifice it to buy me a pretty cool
graduation present.

W

nineteen, he got into

of shared chocolate and a creamy center, might

a car with a Mason jar of thirties,

just spend the rest of his life admiring your

planning to sell them to one of the five black

smarts and rooting for your success, rooting for

guys from our graduating class. Casey said it all

your great escape.

hen

Casey

was

happened really fast. One minute, he’s hopping

Casey

said

Darius

looked

at

him

with

into the backseat of some typical backwoods car.

disappointment that made him go cold, and for

The next minute, he’s got a typical backwoods

a minute Casey considered mopping his own

handgun in his face. Just as he was wondering

melting potential into a bucket, considered

what it was like to have his brains oozing out of

figuring out if the sort of momentary cold he felt

his ears, Darius said, “Casey Reynolds?” with

within himself could somehow freeze him into a

disgust. “Is that you?”

solid again. But he eventually forgot about the

Casey said his ass was firmly planted on

gravity of this situation. He forgot about Darius’s

cracked leather. He sat beneath a ripped ceiling

lips curling back into a snarl, the lowering of

dripping with itchy foam, and the stink of exhaust

the gun, and the command that was a gracious

assaulted his nose. This is where Casey felt the

threat: “Man, I could have shot you. Get the hell

sting of this particular brand of shame.

out of here.”

“Yeah, Darius,” he answered after a moment of
hazy, stoned reflection. “It’s me.”
“Man, what the fuck are you doing here? I could

Or maybe this never happened at all, and for
that reason, it never had any gravity. That would
make sense. Casey lied sometimes.

have shot you.”
Such is the nature of a small town. The craziest

I officially met Casey when I was sixteen, and he

drug dealer around can remember when you

was a year older. He came to live with me and

shared your snack cake in the first grade, and

Dad in our trailer tucked up on the hill, on that

then he might just love you over the memory

corner where that one mother ran her and her
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four kids into the side of the cliff on purpose.
Our place in Whitley County had a porch with

smoking a joint he’d rolled, staring at the wind
chimes.

a tin roof. It had these chimes that hung from

“There’s milk in there,” I said to him, softly,

the roof, made nice noises when the wind blew,

stepping barefoot out onto the porch. “If you

chaotic noises when a storm blew through. Those

want, I can pour you a glass.”

chimes were my mother’s. She left them there

“Thanks,” Casey said, exhaling the weed as he

when she left me and Dad. Casey wasn’t her kid.

spoke. “But I don’t think I’m much in the mood

Casey was just Dad’s son, and my half-brother.

for milk.”

Casey grew up in Whitley County, grew up just
up the road from us, and I’d known of him. He was
a year older than me, and he was known for being

“Okay,” I told him, turning to go back inside.
“Sit out here,” Casey called, “If you want to. I
wouldn’t mind the company.”

a good kid: smart as hell, with the most potential

So I did, and I smoked for the first time that

anyone had ever seen. Everyone said he’d go

night because while I was trying to figure out how

to college on a full scholarship, grow up to be

to tell him how sorry I was that he couldn’t live

something smart, someone rich like a veterinarian.

with his mom, and that he hadn’t known that me

Casey drank beer until the sun came up, smoked

or Dad were related to him for all those years, he

the occasional weed. He was also known for his

offered me a hit, and I said okay. We never talked

looks. Casey, he was about as attractive as anyone

about his mom. We never talked about how weird

got, and he had a way with the girls.

it was that we were suddenly family. Instead, we

I didn’t blame those girls.

watched the chimes, and talked about how pretty

Guys like Casey, though, they didn’t like girls

they sounded, and we talked about the stars, and

like me, much as I wished they did. Mostly, Casey

then about how sad it was that those people kept

paid me no mind, and until he moved in with

taking off the tops of our mountains.

us, the most I ever said to him was, “Scuse me,”

Then he kissed me, and I kissed him back

when he bumped into me while I was making my

because I wasn’t thinking about how he was my

way to the school bus. But then came the angry

brother. I was thinking about how cute he was,

woman with the cotton swabs that proved Casey

and about how bad I felt for him, and about how

was technically my brother, and then Dad proved

I just wanted to make him feel better. We never

to be the one more suited to be Casey’s guardian.

stopped kissing, but we only kissed in secret.

First night Casey spent at our place, Casey was

Anyway, Casey and I bought the Hasbro Lite-

staying on the couch. He didn’t have a room yet.

Brite at Goodwill the May I graduated from high

I remember him, sitting out there on the porch,

school. That May, Casey’d been graduated a year,
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and he was serving at Denny’s, making decent

limbs. Down on the road, a pair of headlights

tips, but by no means living the dream. He never

wound around the mountain, skating past the

explained why he never applied to college, and

place where that one accident had taken place.

he didn’t seem resentful of my scholarships to

The headlights shot beams into the trees, and it

the university a few hours away.

looked to me like the tree branches snapped their

The Lite-Brite was old. It didn’t run on batteries
like the new ones, was the kind of machine that
you plugged into the wall, and it was missing a

fingers to the beat of the night creatures’ songs.
Casey whistled. “What? You think the ghost of
that lady’s down there?”

lot of the little plastic bulbs that you arranged on

“I don’t know.” I pulled the blanket Casey

the screen. We bought it for cheap, somewhere

had brought me around my shoulders, and I

around five dollars, just about the amount of

shrugged. “Seems to me like it’d make a whole

money Casey would have paid for a joint. He

lot of sense, there being ghosts in woods that

said that he thought he could sacrifice it to buy

have been around forever.”

me a pretty cool graduation present.
The night we bought it, when Dad had gone

“I’ll bet you’re right,” Casey said. “There’s
ghosts in the woods.”

to bed, like we’d done every night since he

“Let’s go find one,” I said, giggling. “We’ll

moved in with us, Casey and I went out onto

catch it in a trash bag and let it free in the house.

the porch. This time, Casey used an extension

Dad’ll love that. I’ll bet he’d be scared.”

cord to make it so the Lite-Brite would work on
the porch. Casey and I smoked the last little bit

“He ain’t afraid of ghosts. No way. And I ain’t
either.”

of his stash, the stash he kept in the tip of his

I shivered. “I am.”

shoe, and we talked about the wind chimes that

Casey spelled GHOST out on the black screen

hadn’t stopped making that gentle noise since

of the Lite-Brite, making it the first word either of

he’d first officially come into my life. And like it

us ever wrote there.

sometimes is, even in the warmer months, it was

“That looks like you spelled GHOST in the

cold outside, and Casey brought me a blanket.

stars,” I said, squinting because the words

“You think there’s ghosts in them woods?” I
asked him. “I bet there is.”
I stared into the blackness of the mountains,
listening to the crickets fiddling love songs to
one another, listened to the cracks and crackles
of forest animals tiptoeing over leaves and fallen

seemed further away than they should have been.
“Maybe,” I added, coming to sit next to Casey on
the floor of the porch, “Maybe that’s what the
stars are. They’re just a bunch of ghosts.”
“Ain’t no such thing as ghosts,” Casey
murmured.
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Casey squinted off into the woods, and his

Casey always tilted his head to the left, which I

face looked dead pale for a minute, like the

read in Cosmo is weird because most people tilt

blood in his body had evaporated, like he’d

their head to the right when they kiss. And when

turned to ice just sitting there, on a night that

he kissed me, all I could think was I hope we go

wasn’t even a winter one. “Maybe you’re right

on kissing like this forever, even if forever is a

about the ghosts in the woods, Alice.”

long time, because this was better than heaven,

Casey’d gone rigid, looked like his limbs would

seeing as all heaven really was was singing holy,

snap off if someone applied too much pressure.

holy, holy for all of eternity. I figured I’d be

I followed his gaze. “You see something out

happy if I could go on kissing Casey like this for

there, Casey?”
“Yeah, over there by that big sycamore tree.”

all of eternity. This’d be better than streets of
gold and some God I’d never met. Casey and I?

Casey leaned in, and he squinted until his eyes

We wouldn’t be the normal kinds of angels when

looked like they were the eyes of a monster,

we died. But maybe we could be rogue angels, I

wrinkled up like an ogre or something else you

figured, doing the math in my head. We’d make

might find in a storybook. “I think it’s the lady

good ones.

who smashed into the cliff. Don’t you see her?”

Casey pulled away and tucked a piece of my

I stared, but I didn’t really want to see anything.

hair behind my ear, and he left his hand there,

I’d always wondered what it was like to see a

like he always did, said that my hair had a mind

ghost, had kind of wanted to see one, but now

of its own, like he always did, and that my hair

that I was about to set my eyes on some sort of

reminded him of worms, but cute and sexy

spirit, panic crept up in my stomach.

worms. As I stared into his eyes, blue as blue

The next thing I knew, two hands were on me,

could be, I figured there was something beyond

gripping me, startling me into the sort of fear

etherial about them. Something about his eyes

that could stop the strongest of hearts.

was so heavenly it had to be hellish.

“Boo,” Casey said, moving his hands so that

“Sometimes

I

imagine

we’re

angels,”

I

they ceased at being the hands of a ghoul, and

murmured. “And I think maybe we’re the good

quickly became the hands of just him, tickling and

kind of angels, but maybe we’re the bad kind,

touching in a way that wasn’t actually so scary.

too.”

“You scared the hell outta me, jerk.” I reached
for my chest, as though looking for a way into my
chest cavity, for a way to pet my heart, to coax it
like a furry cat.
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to some good angel in heaven, and we’re what

I couldn’t help but think that maybe everyone

happened: we’re descended from a long line

would feel differently. Casey and I loved each

of importance, but we’re not all that significant,

other more deeply than most people loved, I

really.”

knew. We had a bond that couldn’t be broken,

Casey let out a high giggle, and he clucked his
tongue. “Honey, I think you’re stoned.”

a bond that surpassed space and time. When
we kissed, we mostly exploded the insides of

“Think about it, Casey! Maybe we’re Lucifer’s

our chests, and we probably exploded the stuff

babies, and his babies, they’d be bad, but

around us, that stuff you couldn’t see. If there

people’d know who they were, wouldn’t they?

were ghosts within a million miles, they probably

Like, maybe they wouldn’t know who his baby

ran screaming because of the way we set invisible

was really, but they’d know by what those baby

fires and shook the air, and it’s a good thing you

angels grew up to do. Like, I bet Hitler was a

couldn’t really see what we did to one another.

baby angel. He was Lucifer’s baby.”

If the spiritual connection we had was tangible,

“Those’d be demons, honey. Not angels.” Casey

gravity itself would have stopped working — all

kissed me and let out a whistle. “You taste like

because of us — and the mountains of our holler

herbs and toothpaste. Best taste in the world.”

would have floated off into space.

I pulled away and shook my head. “What if
they’re the same thing, Casey? What if angels

But most people wouldn’t have understood
that. Dad especially.

are demons and demons are angels? I mean,

“You kids didn’t sleep at all, did you?” Dad was

they are, aren’t they? They’re probably the same

dressed to go to his shift, and he was freshly

thing, and we’ve been wrong all this time. We’re

showered, smelling like Old Spice and vaguely

probably wrong about everything.”

of Happy Meals. His keys tinkled in his hand, and

We spent the night talking, probably stoned

the beaded key chain I’d made him in Girl Scouts

muttering, but even now everything we said that

when I was a kid was still there, adorning the

night, everything we did, seems so profound.

simple machine that turned his Ford on every

We weren’t kissing when Dad came out onto

morning.

the porch that morning, and that’s probably a
good thing. Casey and I didn’t feel wrong, but I
couldn’t help but think Dad would feel differently.
Dad was the last person I wanted to disapprove.
Town rumors said Dad had a dangerous violent
streak, and those rumors were right.

“I was too excited to sleep,” I said. “I’m a
graduate.”
Dad kissed me on the cheek and laughed. “I
know, baby. I’m prouda you.”
Oh but pride is a lonely thing, really, and pride
can make you do dumb things. Whitley County
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was filled with people too proud to take help

roads, the trailer still stood on the top of that hill.

from the government, kids with parents too

And those wind chimes, they still made noise

proud to take state health insurance for shots

when the wind blew.

and antibiotics, parents too proud to learn that

The Lite-Brite remained, and we wrote all

you shouldn’t put Mountain Dew in a baby’s

sorts of things on it: wind, when the chimes

bottle. And proud, I don’t know if I could say I

were distracting during our talks at night; smoke,

was proud of my dad like he was proud of me.

because we still smoked a lot of weed; Alice,

How can you be proud of someone who smells

because Casey thought my name was pretty

like hamburgers and french fries every night?

and he kept telling me that; bad, when I found

And, it’s wrong not to be proud of the working

out that Casey was occasionally selling thirties,

man for working, because somebody has to do

or weed, or whatever it took to help Dad pay

it, but I wasn’t proud of him, and that ate me

the bills; kill, because Casey told me through

alive, because I felt like I should have been.

coughing, restricted laughter about the Chinese

Sometimes, I imagined what it would be like

kitchen that closed down because of the roadkill

to have a dad who was a lawyer, who smelled

found in the kitchen.

like office supplies when he came home from

The Red Flower Chinese Restaurant — Casey

work. That was my one complaint about Casey.

and I used to eat there all the time. Turns out,

He was like Dad. I wanted something else, and

we probably ate some deer that had been

more than that, I wanted Casey and I to want

smashed on the street. That was another change

something else together.

in Whitley County. We couldn’t eat Chinese food

I went off to school that fall, and over the next
two years, home remained the same, as if in a
time warp.

anymore.
The thing that really didn’t change — Casey, I
still loved him. I still kissed him. And still, it was

Nothing changed in my part of Appalachia,

our secret. But then, when things that never

except the color of Dad’s hair, and the number

change do change, then what? Then comes

of mine and Casey’s friends who were arrested

freedom, transcendence, a sort of paramountcy

for marijuana possession and the trafficking of

to trump all other supremacy, a paramountcy that

various narcotics. That number kept on climbing.

comes only when a secret has been released. Or

The tops of the mountains kept coming off

maybe everything that comes after the release

(mountaintop removal mining), but beyond that,

of a secret just blows.

the roads remained curvy, roadkill continued

I returned home at night that winter to see

to mash into the tiny shoulders of those curvy

Casey had decorated the porch with Christmas
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lights, and even though I didn’t like the color of

branches, and I’d somehow tried to capture

them (I liked white lights not colored lights) the

that in a bad painting. I stared at the painting

porch reminded me of our Lite-Brite. I did like

because while nothing had changed about it,

our Lite-Brite.

everything seemed different.

Casey came out onto the porch in his jeans,
and I stared at the rips in his jeans until I felt like I
had burrowed into them at the knees. His frame
was wiry and muscular simultaneously, and his

Dad dropped my bags in the corner and
hugged me. “I missed you, baby girl,” he said.
“Missed you too, Dad. How is everything?
How’s work?”

hair flopped into his face, tangled in with his

“Same as always.”

long eyelashes.

The first night I was home, we all trimmed the

“Hey honey,” he said, picking me up like I was
tiny. “I missed you.”

tree, ate bologna sandwiches, and drank whiskey,
and I told them about classes and how I didn’t

I burrowed my head into his shoulder and

have a boyfriend at school because no one had

inhaled. He smelled like home, and you don’t

been the right fit, and they told me about their

realize how much you miss smells (even the musk

lives. Dad’d brought a lab-mix puppy home

of weed, sweat, and deodorant) until you’ve

from the flea market and now it was a full grown

gone away from every smell you’ve ever known.

dog, and while neither Dad nor Casey had quit

“You smell good,” I said.

smoking, they were thinking about it.

“Like fried food, sweat, and weed,” Casey said,

Dad went to bed, and even though it was cold

kissing me on the forehead. “And you smell like

outside, Casey and I took to the porch. Casey

roses.”

left me on the porch swing for a second, and

“Thanks,” I said.

when he stepped out he was grinning ear to ear

Dad came out and helped me lug suitcases

and holding the Lite-Brite like Vanna White. He

out of the VW Beetle I’d bought on government

set it on the porch, then sat down next to me,

loan money, and he helped me move it all into

and he pulled the makings for a joint out of his

my tiny room in the trailer, where I’d painted

pocket.

murals on the walls over old wallpaper with

“Remember this?” he said, gesturing to the

pink stars. I ran my hand over a painting of a

machine, clenching a cigarette in his teeth while

tree, one I’d done when Casey had just moved

he talked.

in, after our first kiss. Something about the trees

“How could I forget?”

had captivated my imagination that night, and

He plugged it in and it hummed some. He

it was like our first kiss had imprinted onto the

pulled seeds out of the weed, and he laughed
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while he did. “I don’t even remember what the

chimes, how cold it was outside, how much we

first word we ever wrote on there was.”

loved each other, and we talked about the ghost

I did, but for some reason I didn’t want to
offer it. So I shrugged. “Weird. Time erases
everything.”

of the lady who had killed herself and her kids in
that car accident.
“I ain’t afraid of ghosts,” Casey said.

Casey stopped breaking up the pot for a second

“I am,” I murmured, curling up next to him,

and he kissed me, and his mouth lingered against

resting my cheek on his Carhartt, embracing

mine just long enough to make my stomach

the roughness there, snuffing the smell of

commit suicide. “Not everything,” he said.

herbal oblivion and Marlboro Lites and cologne.

“First one’s free,” I murmured as he pulled
away.
He coughed, and it sounded like he had
bronchitis, and I told him he should quit smoking.
He told me I was too high strung, that I should
start smoking, actually.

“Did you change the smell you wear?” I asked,
pressing my temple harder against his shoulder.
“No,” he said, yanking his coat to his nose.
“Why? Do I smell different?”
His face glowed against what remained of the
joint, against the one bulb in the Lite-Brite, and

I took a hit off the joint, because why not, I

the Christmas lights. It was kind of pretty, and

figured, might as well. Then fiddled with the little

the way our breath twisted around, it looked like

plastic baggy of plastic bulbs. I pulled out a red

a tiny tempest of wind and fog and broken glass,

one because it looked like fire, like the cherry

kind of. Or maybe not at all.

of the joint, and I thought that was relevant. I

“Maybe not,” I said, thinking it was just me.

tacked it onto the empty black screen, and then

“Seriously, do I stink?” He sniffed himself, again.

looked away.

“No, I think you just smell like you.”

“I don’t know what to write,” I said.
“Then don’t write anything.”

“So I usually stink?”
I laughed.

We didn’t talk about how Casey was losing

I watched him throw the roach into the yard,

weight while we smoked the joint. We didn’t talk

and I could have sworn to you it hissed when it

about how his weight loss was probably due to

hit the grass, even though I don’t think there was

the pill wrapped in tin foil in his pocket, the one

frost or dew on the grass blades.

he accidentally pulled out when he went for his

I kicked at the baggy on the porch, stared

cigarettes. We didn’t talk about school, about

down at the way the blue bulbs and the green

how I was there and he wasn’t, even though he

bulbs kind of blended together. “You think they

was smarter than me. We talked about the wind

look like Earth?” I said to Casey. “The bulbs, the
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green ones, the blue ones. They do, right? The

the glow of the Lite-Brite and the Christmas

way the planet looks from space.”

lights. He kissed down my neck, and he bit me,

“You didn’t smoke enough to be stoned,”
Casey said, smiling fondly at me.
“Will you kiss me?” I asked him after a minute.
I stared at the stubble on his chin, and I thought
how cute he looked when he was scruffy, and
I stared at the way he poked through his shirt
differently now that he was losing so much
weight.
He nodded and when he kissed me, he tasted the
same, he tasted perfect, and all I could think was

and I bit him back, because like I said, we were
hungry and almost trying to eat one another. He
took off his belt, and he stepped out of his jeans,
and I’d never wanted anything more.
“I love you,” I murmured, and I watched my
breath bump into his cheek.
When the screen door opened, we were in a
position of vulnerability that could only end in
death on multiple levels, multiple universes, and
many planes.

maybe I’d imagined the way he smelled different.

Dad didn’t say anything. He went back inside.

But maybe I hadn’t, because the way we kissed

When he came out, he was gripping the shotgun

that night, it was different from any other night.

he reserved for raccoons, possums, stray dogs,

We kissed with a hunger we’d never had, and it

and the trespassers that had never come.

was as if we were trying to devour something that
wasn’t even there. We were invisible to each other,

And when he shot Casey, he didn’t say
anything.

and we were still imperceptible bombs going off

I dialed 911 on Casey’s prepaid phone, after

and blowing everything away for millions of miles,

Dad sped off in his Ford. Casey didn’t look afraid

but it was like we weren’t there, even though we

as I pulled him into my lap. He looked cold, and

were. And yet, the hunger was destroying me,

his face was not the whitest I’d ever seen it, but

and I felt more emaciated than Casey looked, so

it was white.

I kissed him harder, as though that would fill the
emptiness in my stomach.
As we kissed, it was as if I could no longer feel
the cold. I pressed against him, and he pressed

“I see her,” Casey said, staring at the space
behind me. “That mom. The crazy bitch. I see her.”
I was crying, but I couldn’t feel that. “Is she
scary?”

against me, and before I knew it we were vertical,

I picked up one of the plastic bulbs, a red one,

as if trying to smash into one another. Even

or maybe it was just covered in blood. I stuck the

though it was winter, I took off my coat, and I

bulb in Casey’s hand.

took off my shirt, and goosebumps broke out
down my stomach, and you could see them in

“You’re right,” Casey said, “About the stars just
being a bunch of ghosts.” ●
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FINALE

All true artists, whether they know
it or not, create from a place of
no-mind, from inner stillness.
~ Meister Eckhart
Bobby Baker, ZigZag.
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